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Abstract: Gene duplication as a major source of novel genetic material plays an important role in evolution. In this study, we focus on 
duplicate genes in Aspergillus fumigatus, a ubiquitous filamentous fungus causing life-threatening human infections. We characterize 
the extent and evolutionary patterns of the duplicate genes in the genome of A. fumigatus. Our results show that A. fumigatus contains 
a large amount of duplicate genes with pronounced sequence divergence between two copies, and approximately 10% of them diverge 
asymmetrically, i.e. two copies of a duplicate gene pair diverge at significantly different rates. We use a Bayesian approach of the 
McDonald-Kreitman test to infer distributions of selective coefficients γ (=2Nes) and find that (1) the values of γ for two copies of dupli-
cate genes co-vary positively and (2) the average γ for the two copies differs between genes from different gene families. This analysis 
highlights the usefulness of combining divergence and diversity data in studying the evolution of duplicate genes. Taken together, our 
results provide further support and refinement to the theories of gene duplication. Through characterizing the duplicate genes in the 
genome of A. fumigatus, we establish a computational framework, including parameter settings and methods, for comparative study of 
genetic redundancy and gene duplication between different fungal species.
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Introduction
Eukaryotic genomes are characterized by the presence 
of numerous multigene families. In a typical eukaryotic 
species, more than a third of its proteins are encoded 
in genes that belong to multigene families formed by 
duplication of a single original gene.1–3 Gene duplica-
tion is believed to be a major evolutionary event that 
provides a source for genetic innovation.4 Duplicate 
genes may facilitate the development of phenotypic 
diversity in organismal evolution and are likely to 
play a prominent role in the adaptive evolution of 
eukaryotes.5,6 Computational analysis based on molec-
ular evolution models may provide valuable informa-
tion about gene evolution. By examining the extent of 
gene duplication, which is manifested by the frequency 
and magnitude of gene duplication events and the con-
sequent evolutionary fates of gene pairs following the 
duplication events,7,8 we may gain novel insights into 
the evolution of organismal adaptation.5,9,10 One of the 
evolutionary patterns related to gene duplication is 
the difference in evolutionary rates between the two 
copies of duplicate genes, which has attracted great 
interest.9–16 Understanding the evolutionary forces 
underlying the different evolutionary rates of dupli-
cated genes requires examination of this phenomenon 
in more organisms. With the plethora of genomic data, 
it is possible to study the features of gene duplication, 
including the asymmetric divergence of the duplicate 
genes, on a genome-wide scale. In the present study, 
we examined the extent and evolutionary patterns of 
duplicate genes in several fungal species.
Aspergillus fumigatus is a ubiquitous filamentous 
fungus and one of the most important opportunistic 
fungal pathogens. It plays an essential role in recy-
cling environmental carbon and nitrogen by grow-
ing on organic debris in soil, its natural ecological 
niche.17 Due to the widespread distribution of small 
airborne conidia, A. fumigatus is inevitably inhaled 
into the airways and the lungs of human beings.18 
These conidia are cleared by the innate immune sys-
tem of healthy individuals but may cause invasive 
infection in immunosuppressed individuals. Asper-
gillosis represents a major cause of morbidity and 
mortality in patients receiving immunosuppressive 
therapy for autoimmune or neoplastic disease, in 
organ transplant recipients, and in AIDS patients.19,20 
For many years, A. fumigatus was not thought to 
reproduce sexually, as neither mating nor meiosis 
had ever been observed.21 Recently, A. fumigatus was 
shown to possess a fully functional sexual reproduc-
tive cycle, and it was accordingly renamed Neosarto-
rya fumigata.22 Considering that it has been known as 
an anamorph for the majority of its research history, 
we use A. fumigatus hereafter.
This study focused on examining the extent 
and evolutionary patterns of duplicate genes in 
A.  fumigatus using evolutionary bioinformatics 
approaches. To gain a comprehensive and broad view 
across species, we compared the analytical results 
obtained in A. fumigatus with those obtained in four 
other fungal species, which were selected from a 
diverse phyletic background. The four species were 
Cryptococcus neoformans, Neurospora crassa,23 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae,24 and Schizosaccharo-
myces pombe25 (Table 1). These fungi have distinct 
life styles and diverse phenotypic characteristics. 
The brewer’s yeast S. cerevisiae and the fission yeast 
S. pombe have a life cycle characterized by a unicel-
lular thallus that reproduces by budding and fission 
respectively. N. crassa is a filamentous ascomycetes 
growing hyphae apically and branching laterally. 
C. neoformans is a dimorphic fungus that is able to 
grow in either a yeast or hyphal mode in response 
to certain environmental conditions.26,27 We used one 
species within the Aspergillus genus, A. fischeri,28 as 
the closely related outgroup species for evolution-
ary analysis of A. fumigatus genes. Finally we used 
polymorphic data ascertained in 12  different strains 
of A. fumigatus to infer the population-scale selection 
Table 1. Fungal species and sources of genomic and pro-
teomic sequences.
species strain Reference source*
A. fumigatus Af293 66 AspgD
C. neoformans  
var. grubii
h99 C. neoformans  
sequencing project†
Fgi
N. crassa Or74A 23 Fgi
S. cerevisiae S288c 24 ncBi
S. pombe 972h- 25 ncBi
A. fischeri nrrL181 28 ncBi
note: †Cryptococcus neoformans var. grubii h99 Sequencing Project, 
Broad institute of harvard and MiT (http://www.broadinstitute.org/).
AspgD, Aspergillus genome Database, http://www.aspgd.org/; Fgi, The 
Fungal genome initiative of Broad institute, http://www.broadinstitute.
org/scientific-community/science/projects/fungal-genome-initiative; 
ncBi, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome.
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coefficient for duplicate genes using a McDonald-
Kreitman (MK) type analysis.29,30
Materials and Methods
Identification of duplicate genes
The computer program BLASTCLUST (BLAST 
score-based single-linkage clustering) was used to 
automatically and systematically cluster protein 
sequences. (For documentation on its use, see ftp://
ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/documents/blastclust.
html.) Briefly, BLASTCLUST clustering is based 
on pairwise matches between protein sequences 
found using the BLAST algorithm. BLASTCLUST 
uses the default values for the BLAST parameters, 
including the matrix BLOSUM62, gap opening cost 
11, gap extension cost 1, no low-complexity filter-
ing, and e-value threshold 1e-6 for protein sequences. 
For each pair of sequences, the top-scoring align-
ment is evaluated according to the minimum length 
coverage (L = 0.0 to 1.0) and a similarity threshold 
(ie, the percent of identical residues, S = 3% to 100%) 
to determine whether the pair of sequences should be 
linked to each other, providing the base for clustering 
by the single-linkage method. Different combinations 
of L and S values influence the results of clustering 
for the same protein sequences. In order to obtain the 
best combination of L and S for most accurately clus-
tering protein sequences in our study, we iterated a 
full range of possible values of the two parameters 
and ran BLASTCLUST to cluster two test sets of pro-
tein families (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). The 
two test sets of protein families were constructed by 
randomly selecting proteins from A. fumigatus and 
C. neoformans proteomes. For each fungus, a total of 
50 protein families were manually constructed using 
BLAST search against the fungus’ own proteome 
sequences and visual inspection. These protein fami-
lies varied in size: 10 families contained 5 proteins 
or more, and 10 families each contained 4, 3, 2, and 
1 protein(s). The two sets of protein families con-
structed for the two fungal species were used as two 
test sets to search for the optimized values for param-
eters L and S. During the search, L was set from 10% 
to 100% in intervals of 1% and S was set from 25% 
to 45% with a 1% interval. For each combination of 
parameters, the accuracy of the BLASTCLUST result 
was estimated using the percentage of protein families 
correctly clustered. For each family, correct clustering 
meant the complete match of gene members between 
BLASTCLUST clustering results and clusters in the 
original manually constructed training sets.
Estimation of divergence rates
Protein sequences were aligned using CLUSTALW 
(version 1.82) with the default parameters. To obtain 
the alignments of codons, the corresponding nucle-
otide-sequence alignments were derived by substitut-
ing the respective coding sequences from the protein 
sequences. The number of synonymous substitutions 
per synonymous site, dS, and the number of non-
synonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site, 
dN, were calculated using the maximum-likelihood 
method implemented in the codeml program of the 
PAML package.31 For each pair of genes, we repeated 
the computation of dS, dN and dN/dS 1000 times and 
took the median of the 1000 repeats as the final val-
ues. Pairs with dS $ 5.0 were eliminated because such 
high sequence divergence is often associated with 
problems such as difficulty in alignment, different 
codon usage biases, or nucleotide compositions in dif-
ferent sequences. The genetic distance between pro-
teins d
WAG
 based on the empirical WAG model32 were 
computed using MBEToolbox.33 Protein pairs with 
d
WAG
 $ 2.0 were excluded from further analysis.
Test for asymmetric evolution
A total of 202 pairs of A. fumigatus duplicate genes 
with dS # 5.0 between copies were used in this test. 
These genes’ orthologs were identified using recipro-
cal BLASTP search in A. fischeri. We found that 44 
A. fumigatus duplicate gene pairs in which two copies 
of genes had the same orthologous gene in A. fischeri. 
In these cases, two copies of A. fumigatus duplicate 
genes and their A. fischeri orthologs formed sequence 
triplets (Fig. 1, left panel). There were 158 A. fumiga-
tus gene pairs in which two copies of genes had two 
distinct orthologous genes in A. fischeri. In these cases, 
two copies of A. fumigatus duplicate genes and their 
corresponding A. fischeri orthologs formed sequence 
quadruplets (Fig. 1, right panel). The test for the asym-
metric evolution was constituted as a relative rate test 
between a pair of A. fumigatus duplicate genes on an 
unrooted tree. A. fischeri orthologous sequence(s) 
were used as outgroup(s). The statistical tests were 
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in A. fumigatus. The coding SNPs in A. fumigatus 
genes were obtained from the A. fumigatus genome 
sequencing project at J. Craig Venter Institute 
(JCVI) in collaboration with the University of Man-
chester. These SNPs were ascertained from genome 
sequences of 12 strains Af293, A1163, AF10, AF210, 
AFB62, F11628, F11698, F12865, F14946, F15767, 
F15861, and F16867 using a SNP calling pipeline 
developed at JCVI. The released project data can be 
retrieved from the NCBI BioProject database (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject) with IDs 14003, 
18733, 46347, 52783, 9521, and 67101.
Results
Extent of duplicate genes in fungal species
To compare the genome-wide extent of gene duplica-
tion across species, we obtained the protein sequences 
of complete proteomes of A. fumigatus, C.  neoformans, 
N. crassa, S. cerevisiae, and S. pombe from various 
sources (Table 1). We computationally identified mul-
tigene families in each of those fungi by clustering 
proteins into family groups based on the sequence sim-
ilarity between protein pairs. It is known that the clus-
tering process is sensitive to the statistical criteria used 
in determining sequence homologs.36,37 For instance, 
when sequence homologs are determined by using the 
e-value of BLAST algorithm alone, without specifying 
the proportion of alignable regions, two non-homolo-
gous proteins are likely to be grouped into the same 
family as homologs due to domain sharing.38
We adapted the program BLASTCLUST that takes 
two key parameters, sequence similarity (S) and the 
proportion of alignable regions (L), to ascertain the 
homologous relationship between a pair of protein 
sequences. To determine the optimized values of L 
and S, we manually created two sizable sets of gene 
families and used them as training data sets. The best 
combination of values of L and S were those values 
that produced the most accurate clustering results for 
the training data sets. That is to say, the results of auto-
matic clustering by using BLASTCLUST with these L 
and S values were most similar to the results of man-
ual clustering  (Materials and Methods). The results of 
BLASTCLUST are given in Figure 2. It is notewor-
thy that although the test protein sets were constructed 
separately for A.  fumigatus and C. neoformans, the two 
most diverged species in our analysis, highly similar 
values of  optimized  parameters were obtained: For A. 
A. fumigatus 1
A. fumigatus 2
A. fischeri 2
A. fischeri 1
ω2,1
ω2,2
A. fumigatus 1
A. fischeri
A. fumigatus 2
ω2,1
ω2,2
(Af1 #1, Af2 #1, Afis)
(Af1 #1, Af2 #2, Afis)
((Af1 #1, Afis1), (Af2 #1, Afis2))
((Af1 #1, Afis1), (Af2 #2, Afis2))
Figure 1. Outline of branch-site models used in the study.
notes: The phylogenies illustrate the cases of two A. fumigatus duplicate 
genes with one A. fisheri ortholog (left) and two A. fumigatus duplicate 
genes with one A. fisheri orthologs (right). The two branches leading 
to the A. fumigatus duplicate genes are labeled with class 2 selective 
pressure measures ω2,1 and ω2,2, respectively. Phylogenies in newick 
format are given under the trees. The labels #1 and #2 specify the two 
models in which ω2,1 = ω2,2 and ω2,1 ≠ ω2,2, respectively. Af A. fumigatus, 
Afis, A. fisheri.
conducted with a codon-based branch-site model 
using Codeml program of the PAML package.31 We 
used the clade model C, which allows for two branch 
types (clades) and assumes three site classes: site class 
0 of conserved sites with ω0 , 1, site class 1 of neutral 
sites with ω1 = 1, and site class 2 with different selec-
tive pressures (ω2,1 and ω2,2) in the two clades. We 
compared ω2,1 and ω2,2 between two copies of a pair of 
duplicate gene to detect the difference in the propor-
tion of selected sites in the two clades.34  Likelihood 
ratio (LR) test was used to test for significance. To 
do this, two models were applied to the data: model 1 
(ω2,1 = ω2,2) constrains the two ω2 values to be equal 
on the two sequences, and model 2 (ω2,1 ≠ ω2,2) esti-
mates the two ω2 values as free parameters. Collected 
maximum likelihood values ML1 and ML2 from the 
two models were used to calculate the likelihood ratio, 
LR = 2(lnML1 - lnML2). LR is then compared against 
the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom.
Estimation of selection coefficients
We used the MKPRF test29 to estimate γ of duplicate 
genes in A. fumigatus. The default values of initial 
parameters as given in the web service of the pro-
gram at http://cbsuapps.tc.cornell.edu/MKPRF.aspx 
were taken. Notably, we used the hierarchical model 
option FIXED_VARIANCE = 0 and the standard 
deviation (σ) of the Gaussian prior of γ at 8.0. Given 
that results of MKPRF may be sensitive to some ini-
tial values of parameters,35 we repeated the analysis 
using different values of σ at 1, 4, and 16. No quali-
tatively different results were produced in estima-
tion of the means or 95% CIs of γ for  duplicate genes 
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Figure 2. Optimization of the values of L and S parameters for BLASTcLUST in A. fumigatus and C. neoformans.
notes: Phylogenetic tree of the five fungal species included in this study, A. fumigatus, N. crassa, S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, and C. neoformans. The tree 
topology is taken from James et al.67 heat maps show the percentage of accurately clustered gene families as a function of L and S values in the two tested 
species, A. fumigatus and C. neoformans.
fumigatus, the optimized alignable region between two 
proteins was between 52% and 55% of the longer 
protein and the optimized amino-acid similarity was 
between 31% and 32%, while for C.  neoformans, the 
values were between 53% and 61% and between 30% 
and 32%, respectively (Fig. 2).  Accordingly, we set 
our criteria of homologous sequences as the alignable 
region between two proteins to be at least 53% of the 
longer protein and the alignable region contain more 
than 31% amino-acid identities.
The BLASTCLUST results showed that 25.9% of A. 
fumigatus proteins (2565 of 9887) belong to multigene 
families (including at least two genes). The percentages 
for C. neoformans, N. crassa, S. cerevisiae, and S. pombe 
are 18.1%, 15.4%, 29.5%, and 23.1%,  respectively. S. 
cerevisiae showed a higher percentage of duplicate genes 
compared with A. fumigatus.  Notably, S.  cerevisiae 
showed a higher percentage  of duple duplicate fami-
lies than A. fumigatus and others, which is probably due 
to the whole genome duplication of S. cerevisiae.39 For 
triple duplicate families, A. fumigatus is higher than 
others. For tetra duplicate families, A. fumigatus is as 
large as S. pombe  and higher than the others. For larger 
families, the percentage of A. fumigatus is also higher 
than that of other species. Taken together, A. fumigatus 
exhibits more proteins that belong to multigene families 
containing more than two genes than the other fungi in 
consideration (Table 2).
Our clustering results for S. cerevisiae were compa-
rable to those obtained in previous studies,40,41 but were 
higher than those obtained by Kondrashov et al,10 who 
used BLASTCLUST with alignments of at least 95% 
of their lengths and with a score density of 1.5 bits 
per position, which approximately corresponds to 
75% identity. We found this setting is too strict to pro-
duce a sufficient number of multigene families for the 
non-S. cerevisiae fungal species we analyzed.
Age distribution of duplicate genes  
in fungal species
To obtain the age distribution of duplicate genes, 
we constructed the distribution of synonymous 
 substitution rate (dS) for all fungal species, as dS 
increases approximately linearly with divergence 
Table 2. Distributions of protein-coding genes in singleton and multigene families.
species A. fumigatus C. neoformans N. crassa S. cerevisiae S. pombe
number of total genes 9,887 6,968 9,733 5,863 5,010
number of total families 8,077 6,106 8,742 4,733 4,256
number and % of multigene families
n $ 5 100 (1.24%) 46 (0.75%) 54 (0.62%) 47 (0.99%) 33 (0.78%)
n = 4 59 (0.73%) 28 (0.46%) 25 (0.29%) 27 (0.57%) 31 (0.73%)
n = 3 145 (1.80%) 65 (1.06%) 84 (0.96%) 70 (1.48%) 53 (1.25%)
n = 2 451 (5.58%) 261 (4.27%) 341 (3.90%) 455 (9.61%) 285 (6.70%)
number and % of singletons
n = 1 7,322 (90.65%) 5,706 (93.45%) 8,238 (94.23%) 4,134 (87.34%) 3,854 (90.55%)
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time. We first computed dS between all pairs of 
duplicate genes in the same multigene family for all 
gene families. We then excluded gene pairs with dS 
$ 5.0 to avoid the problem of dS saturation. We fol-
lowed the procedure described by Zhang et al8 to pick 
representative duplicate gene pair(s) from each gene 
 family. The procedure guaranteed that the distribution 
and the mean of dS was not determined by those gene 
families with extremely large numbers of genes. From 
each family we picked the gene pair with smallest dS 
and excluded the pair from the gene family. We then 
repeated this process for the remaining genes within 
the same family until the last pair. A total of 228 pairs 
of duplicate genes in A. fumigatus were selected and 
analyzed. We plotted the relative frequency of gene 
pairs as a function of dS (Fig. 3).
All fungal species except N. crassa displayed simi-
lar patterns in the distribution of dS between two cop-
ies of duplicate genes. The extremely young duplicate 
genes (with dS ranges between 0 and 0.25) were pro-
portionally more abundant than duplicate genes of 
other ages. S. cerevisae showed the strongest degree of 
this enrichment: more than 40% of its duplicate genes 
belong to the extremely young duplicate genes, which 
may be attributed to the recent genome duplication of 
this fungus.39,42 The distributions of dS also showed that 
the frequency of slightly older duplicate genes (with 
dS . 0.25) dropped quickly with the increase of dupli-
cation age (ie, dS value). The similar shape of dS dis-
tributions in all non-N. crassa fungi suggested that the 
frequency of gene duplication, as a basic evolutionary 
parameter, may be constant in diverse fungal species. 
Unlike in other fungi, few duplicate genes in N. crassa 
had small dS, forming the distinct pattern shown in 
Fig. 3.
The abnormally low number of duplicate genes 
whose two copies are highly similar to each other in 
N. crassa may be attributed to the influence of the 
repeat-induced point mutation (RIP), which acts as 
a defense against selfish and mobile DNA by detect-
ing and mutating both copies of the duplicated 
sequence.43,44 It has been proposed that RIP is dis-
tributed not only in Neurospora but also in other 
filamentous ascomycetes including A. fumigatus, but 
only one gene so far has been shown to be specifically 
essential for RIP in N. crassa.45
Selective pressure and sequence 
divergence of duplicate genes
To estimate the selective pressure acting on dupli-
cate genes, we computed dN and dN/dS ratio between 
pairs of duplicate genes (Fig. 3). The ratio dN/dS 
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Figure 3. Distributions of synonymous substitution rate, dS, nonsynonymous substitution rate, dn, and the ratio between nonsynonymous and synonymous 
substitution rates, dn/dS, versus the frequency of total genes in A. fumigatus, C. neoformans, N. crassa, S. cerevisiae, and S. pombe. 
note: The numbers of gene pairs included in analysis are given in parentheses.
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measures the selection pressure to which a gene pair 
is subjected.46 Generally speaking, a dN/dS = 1 indi-
cates that the duplicate genes are under few or no 
selective constraints. A dN/dS . 1 is strong evi-
dence for positive selection (ie, replacement sub-
stitutions occur at a rate higher than expected by 
chance, so advantageous mutations have occurred 
during sequence divergence). In contrast, a dN/
dS , 1 indicates purifying selection (ie, amino-acid 
replacement substitutions have been purged by nat-
ural selection because of their deleterious effects). 
As shown in Figure 3, all fungal species contained 
2% to 7% duplicate genes with dN/dS . 1, suggesting 
that positive selection drives sequence divergence 
of duplicate genes to some extent. Now, consider-
ing only gene pairs with dN/dS , 1, the medians of 
dN/dS of two filamentous fungi, A. fumigatus and 
N. crassa, were significantly higher than those of 
duplicate genes in two yeasts, S. cerevisiae and S. 
pombe (P , 0.001 in all comparisons between fila-
mentous fungi and yeasts,  Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
[K-S] test). This indicates that purifying selec-
tion constraining the sequence divergence 
between two copies of duplicate genes is more 
relaxed in the two filamentous fungi than in the two 
yeasts. A more relaxed pattern of evolution in fila-
mentous fungi, notably A. fumigatus, may be related 
to a recent reduction in the effective population size 
of the species possibly due to a lowered frequency 
(or, a loss) of sexual reproduction.47 A reduced pop-
ulation size would lead to a larger effect produced 
by genetic drift, which may have allowed additional 
duplicate copies to be maintained in A. fumigatus 
and to have evolved a subfunction or neofunction 
in opportunistic pathogenicity where gene copies 
would ultimately be maintained by positive selec-
tion. This pattern in A. fumigatus becomes more 
intriguing when  considering that  proportionally 
more duplicate genes in the two unicellular yeasts 
have extremely small dS, which is more likely to 
numerically inflate dN/dS values. The dimorphic 
fungus, C. neoformans, showed an intermediate dN/
dS median. It is worth noting that although compar-
ing the patterns of the distributions of evolutionary 
parameters gives an impression of the relationships 
between the fungal species under consideration, 
these relationships are not necessarily consistent 
with their evolutionary relationships (such as in 
Fig. 2) or morphological groups.
In the above analyses, we excluded gene pairs with 
highly diverged sequences. In order to get a full pic-
ture of genetic divergence between duplicate genes, 
we went back and included those diverged duplicate 
genes in the analysis. We computed the evolutionary 
distance (d
WAG
) between protein sequences of pairs 
of duplicate genes using the WAG model of protein 
divergence.32 We used the same procedure described 
above to pick pairs of duplicate genes with the small-
est d
WAG
 from each gene family. We included all sam-
pled duplicate gene pairs with d
WAG
 , 2 and plotted 
the frequency distribution of pairs of duplicate genes 
as a function of d
WAG
 (Fig. 4). By using the protein dis-
tance, we included nearly twice as many gene pairs in 
S. cerevisiae and at least more than three times more 
gene pairs in other fungal species than in the previous 
analysis. In all fungal species, most gene pairs have 
a d
WAG
 that ranges from 0.5 to 1.5. The distribution of 
d
WAG
 in the two yeasts showed a bimodal pattern with 
a main peak at 0.5–1.5 and an extra peak at 0–0.2. 
The extra peaks of smaller d
WAG
 in yeasts correspond 
to the same duplicate genes with small dN and dN/dS. 
The lack of the extra peaks in filamentous fungi sug-
gests that large amounts of diverged duplicated genes 
are present in their genomes, which may be due to a 
high retention rate of duplicate genes and weak puri-
fying selection. C. neoformans  displayed a small d
WAG
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Figure 4. Distributions of evolutionary distance, dWAg, versus frequency of total genes in A. fumigatus, C. neoformans, N. crassa, S. cerevisiae, and S. pombe.
note: The numbers of gene pairs included in analysis are given in parentheses.
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peak, which is higher than those of filamentous fungi 
but lower than those of yeasts.
Asymmetric evolution of duplicate genes 
in A. fumigatus
To assess the asymmetric evolution between two 
copies of duplicate genes in A. fumigatus, we 
adapted a codon-based test (Materials and Methods). 
 Codon-based tests take into account the ratio between 
the rate of nonsynonymous and synonymous substitu-
tion and give a more direct measure of the strength of 
selection and functional constraint in the genes. It is 
believed that codon-based tests are more sensitive than 
nucleotide- and amino acid-based tests.48,49 Among 
the studied duplicate gene pairs in A. fumigatus, 202 
pairs had unambiguous orthlogous gene(s) identified 
in A. fischeri, a close relative of A. fumigatus.28
We used the 202 gene pairs in the test for asymmet-
ric evolution and used the clade model C implemented 
in Codeml to compute the values of selective pressure 
ω for both branches of two copies of duplicate genes in 
A. fumigatus.34 In this branch-site model, the parameter 
of selective pressure ω is classified into three  categories: 
ω0, ω1, and ω2. Among them, ω2 is allowed to vary in 
value during model optimization. Codeml estimates the 
value for ω2 and simultaneously assigns the portions of 
sites that belong to each of the ω classes. We used a 
likelihood ratio (LR) test to determine the asymmetric 
evolution between two copies of duplicate genes; we 
then examined the values of ω2 at two branches for the 
two copies of duplicate genes on gene trees (Fig. 1).
The LR test suggested that 24 out of 202 (11.8%) 
duplicate gene pairs in A. fumigatus have a significant 
P value , 0.05 (χ2 test), indicating that they evolved 
at significantly different rates, that is, under asymmet-
ric evolution (Table 3). Among them, 18 gene pairs 
had at least one copy with ω2 . 1, and the remaining 
6 gene pairs had no copy with ω2 . 1. These results 
indicated that a small portion of duplicate genes are 
under asymmetric evolution and most asymmetrically 
evolved genes (18/24 = 75%) are driven by positive 
selection acting on one copy of the duplicate genes. 
The portion of ω2 sites ranged widely from 4% to 
78.5% among gene pairs (Table 3). Among the 24 gene 
pairs, 17 pairs remained significant after applying the 
 Bonferroni correction at the 5% level, which suggests 
that 8.4% gene pairs (17 out of 202) represents a lower 
boundary for the fraction of  duplicate genes evolving 
by an asymmetric means. Again, most of these highly 
significant gene pairs (15 out of 17) contain at least 
one copy of genes with ω2 . 1.
We hypothesized that asymmetric evolution of 
duplicate genes is likely to be associated with the 
functional divergence between two copies of the 
genes. If true, the difference in gene function-related 
measures (such as the level of gene expression) 
between two copies of asymmetrically divergent 
duplicate genes should be greater than that in non-
asymmetrically divergent duplicate genes. To test 
this, we obtained the gene expression data of A. 
fumigatus in shake cultures from the RNA sequenc-
ing (RNA-seq) study by Gibbons et al.50 We log-
transformed the RNA-seq RPKM values and 
quantile-normalized them across samples, then we 
computed the absolute value of the difference between 
two copies of each pair of duplicate genes, |∆e|. We 
found that the values of |∆e| for the 24 asymmetri-
cally diverged duplicate genes are higher than those 
for the other 178 pairs of duplicate genes (P = 0.03, 
K-S test). This result suggests that the asymmetric 
sequence divergence of A. fumigatus duplicate genes 
may be associated with the expression divergence. In 
most asymmetrically diverged duplicate genes (17 
out of 24), the fast evolving copy has a higher expres-
sion level compared with the slowly evolving copy. 
Although this portion is not significant statistically 
(P = 0.053, Fisher’s exact one-sided test), the corre-
lated divergence of sequence and expression seems 
consistent with the theoretical expectation.
Distribution of selection coefficients  
of duplicate genes in A. fumigatus
To estimate the distribution of selection intensi-
ties among duplicate genes in A. fumigatus, we 
used the MKPRF test29,30 to compare the number of 
synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms 
within 12 A. fumigatus strains and the number of 
synonymous and nonsynonymous fixed differences 
between A. fumigatus and A. fischeri. The MKPRF 
program uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm 
to sample for the posterior distribution of param-
eters in the models based on Poisson random field 
(PRF) theory.29,51,52 For each gene, we used the pro-
gram to estimate the value of population-effective 
 selection coefficient γ (=2Nes, where Ne is the effec-
tive population size and s is the selection coefficient 
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in a Wright-Fisher genic selection model) and the 
95% confidence interval (CI) of γ for each gene. If 
a gene has its 95% CI of γ completely above 0, the 
gene appears to have been evolving under positive 
selection. On the other hand, if the 95% CIs of γ are 
completely below 0, the gene appears to be under 
negative selection.
The means of γ varied among genes in different 
families, as well as between two copies of duplicate 
genes in the same family (Fig. 5). Among A.  fumigatus’ 
202 duplicate gene pairs, 38 (18.8%) contained a gene 
with CI of γ . 0 indicating positive selection, and 49 
(24.2%) contained a gene with CI of γ , 0 indicating 
negative selection (supplementary Table S3). For com-
parison, in the study of human protein-coding genes, 
MKPRF analysis discovered 304 (9.0%) out of 3377 
tested loci showing evidence of positive selection and 
813 (13.5%) out of 6033 loci showing evidence of 
negative selection.30 Similarly, most of the genes, in 
either A. fumigatus or human, showed no evidence 
of selection according to MKPRF with a 5% cutoff, 
indicating weak negative selection and/or balancing 
selection operating on mutations at these genes. Four 
pairs contained one gene under negative selection and 
the other gene under positive selection. Despite the 
existence of these pairs with gene(s) under  selection, 
the overall correlation between γ  values of two cop-
ies of duplicate genes was strong and  significant 
(Spearman’s ρ = 0.405, P = 3.1 × 10-9). This indicates 
that two copies of duplicate genes had  significantly 
more similar selection intensities than randomly 
selected pairs of genes overall.
The percentage of genes under positive selection 
identified using MKPRF was slightly higher than 
that identified using the codon-based LR test (18.8% 
versus 11.8%). Interestingly we found inconsistency 
between the MKPRF estimation of γ and the codon-
based estimation of ω2 among genes. In Table 3, 
we marked those positively and negatively selected 
genes ascertained by using MKPRF. Among those 
asymmetrically evolved gene pairs identified using 
the LR test, all copies with a smaller ω2 than the other 
copies were under negative selection according to 
the LR test (as indicated by ω2 , 1). However, there 
were several cases, in which these negatively selected 
genes, such as Afu1g11020 and Afu6g11810, were 
found to be under positive selection using MKPRF. 
On the other hand, several genes, such as Afu4g02720 
and Afu1g00810, with a greater ω2 than their dupli-
cated copies due to positive selection as indicated by 
10
5
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Figure 5. Means of the posterior distributions of the selection coefficient γ (dots) and the 95% cis (vertical lines) for duplicate genes in A. fumigatus.
notes: For each pair of duplicate genes, the copy with larger γ is plotted in the upper panel and the other copy with smaller γ is plotted in the lower panel. 
genes that are under positive (95% cis of γ . 0) or negative selection (95% cis of γ , 0) are indicated with filled circles. Duplicate gene pairs (x-axis) are 
ranked by the average values of γ for the two copies of duplicate genes.
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ω2 . 1 were reported to be under negative selection 
by MKPRF (Table 3).
Discussion
The completion of genome sequencing and the dis-
covery of the sexual cycle in A. fumigatus have 
placed the foundations for the fungus as an emerging 
model organism for studying the biology, ecology, 
and pathogenicity of filamentous fungi. Despite these 
advents, we still know very little about the function of 
most of A. fumigatus genes. Given the slow pace asso-
ciated with the experimental determination of gene 
functions, computer-based analysis serves as an ini-
tial screening in the characterization of roles of genes. 
In this study, we systematically assessed the extent of 
duplicate genes in the genomes of A. fumigatus and 
four other fungal species. We also systematically stud-
ied the molecular evolutionary forces associated with 
the divergence of duplicate genes in A. fumigatus. We 
focused on the role of natural selection on newly cre-
ated and long-established gene pairs, as well as the 
role of ongoing selection in shaping nucleotide diver-
sity of duplicate genes in population-genetic samples, 
which provides insights into the microevolutionary 
dynamics of these loci.
In examining the extent of gene duplication, we 
searched for the optimal parameter values for the 
clustering algorithm we employed. The optimization 
was performed against sizable sets of gene families 
that were manually constructed. The optimized val-
ues of two key parameters, L and S, for A. fumigatus 
and C. neoformans, were found to be nearly identical. 
It was, therefore, justified to apply the same criteria 
determined by the two optimized parameters to all 
fungal species considered in our study. This guaran-
teed the clustering of individual proteins into multi-
gene families by a consistent and objective means, 
making it feasible to compare the size of multigene 
families across species. Our results revealed complex 
patterns in differences in the family size distributions 
among different fungal species. More than a quarter 
of A. fumigatus genes were found to be members of 
multigene families compared with nearly 30% for 
baker’s yeast S. cerevisiae and about 15% for another 
filamentous fungus N. crassa. The other two fungal 
species, C. neoformans and S. pombe, showed inter-
mediate ratios. There is no apparent link between the 
extent of gene duplication in the genomes of species 
and the features in life style and morphology (eg, uni-
cellar yeasts versus multicellar hypha) of these fungal 
species.
The extremely high ratio for S. cerevisiae may 
be attributed to the whole genome duplication ca. 
10  million years ago.39,42 The previous comparative 
genomic analysis on several other yeast species, 
inducing Candida glabrata, Kluyveromyces lactis, 
Debaryomyces hansenii, and Yarrowia lipolytica, 
also revealed the influence of other evolutionary 
mechanisms, tandem gene repeat formation, segmen-
tal duplication, and extensive gene loss on the forma-
tion of gene duplication patterns.42 On the other hand, 
the extremely low ratio for N. crassa may be attrib-
uted to the strong influence of RIP mutation.43,44 As 
mentioned, RIP may be widely present in many other 
fungal species.45 However, the impact of RIP on dupli-
cate genes seems more pronounced in  Neurospora 
than other fungi in question. Examining the age 
 distribution of duplicate genes gives a sense of the 
average rate of duplication and the scale of duplica-
tion events.53,54 Our results showed that the genomes 
of yeasts have been shaped by genome duplication or 
large-scale gene duplications in the recent evolution, 
whereas the genome of A. fumigatus contains more 
functionally divergent genes that may be resulted 
from ancient gene duplications.
Increasing evidence indicates that two cop-
ies of duplicate genes can assume unequal roles in 
 divergence.11 Although the functional significance 
of asymmetric divergence is still unclear, it has been 
argued that some form of evolutionary asymmetry is 
required for functional diversification of duplicate 
genes.55 The study of asymmetric evolution of dupli-
cate genes is important for determining the evolution-
ary processes that have occurred in the genome in order 
to obtain clues as to the development of the unequal 
roles of two copies of the same genes. Previous stud-
ies on asymmetric evolution between two copies of 
duplicate genes led to inconsistent conclusions (com-
pare the studies of Kondrashov et al,10 Hughes and 
Hughes,12 and Van de Peer13 with the study by Conant 
and Wagner11). For example, Kondrashov et al10 
found that no duplicate genes (n = 15) in S. cerevisiae 
showed signs of asymmetric evolution, or differential 
evolutionary rates between duplicate genes, and con-
cluded that both copies of duplicate genes typically 
evolved at the same rates. Conant and Wagner11 found 
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21% (n = 14) showed significant signatures of asym-
metric evolution in the same species, and suggested 
asymmetric divergence between two copies of dupli-
cate genes is not uncommon. The discrepancy may 
be due to the small sample size and the sensitivity 
of methods used in different studies (eg, Kondrashov 
et al10 used a distance-based method, while Conant 
and Wagner11 used a codon-based model approach), 
as well as the way in which outgroup sequences were 
selected.
We conducted our test in A. fumigatus genes using 
the codon-based LR test with a branch-site model. 
We used orthologous sequences from the closely 
related species A. fischeri as outgroups. Our LR test 
identified asymmetric evolution in 12% of duplicate 
genes in A. fumigatus. This result is consistent with 
that of Conant and Wagner.11 Our result supports 
the general conclusion of several previous theoreti-
cal and empirical studies,56–58 indicating that positive 
selection plays a role in the evolutionary histories of 
duplicate genes. The fate of duplicate gene pairs may 
be determined in the initial phases of duplicate gene 
evolution during the period of reinforced asymmet-
ric evolution. If true, young duplicate genes should 
be more likely to be driven by positive selection to 
fixation. In other words, positively selected duplicate 
genes should be younger. However, our result did not 
provide evidence supporting this aspect of the theory. 
Positively selected duplicate genes were not younger 
than other duplicate genes in A. fumigatus, as shown 
in that the distribution of dS between two copies of 
asymmetrically evolved duplicate genes did not differ 
from that between two copies of randomly selected 
duplicate genes (P . 0.05, K-S test). Our results 
could suggest that positive selection can occur both in 
the short period of asymmetric evolution directly fol-
lowing duplication but can also occur after the period 
of asymmetric evolution, which correlates with the 
models advocating neofunctionalization, in which 
one copy develops a novel function, as well as sub-
functionalization, in which the copies share the func-
tion of the original unduplicated copy.59
A close examination of functions of those dupli-
cate genes suggested to be under asymmetric evolu-
tion cover a broad range of functionalities, including 
dehydrogenases, ATPases, glucanases, mutanases, 
glycosyl hydrolases, as well as genes that encode 
cell surfaces proteins, arsenic resistance proteins, 
and transcriptional factors. Recent studies have 
shown that many of these protein classes are impor-
tant to the evolved opportunistic pathogenic nature 
of A.  fumigatus and are important virulence factors. 
Kumar et al60 examined the secretory proteins of 
A. fumigatus showing that glucanases, mutanases, and 
hydrolases are associated with virulence. Hydrolases 
have also been shown to be involved in ergot alka-
loid synthesis, a complex family of mycotoxins with 
a variety of pathogenicity functions.61 However, func-
tions of most of these genes are putatively assigned 
and need further experimental validation; also many 
genes encode hypothetical gene products or proteins 
with unknown function. These again underscore the 
need of functional analysis of duplicate genes in 
A. fumigatus.
Taking advantage of the availability of sequence 
polymorphisms ascertained among multiple 
A.  fumigatus strains, we applied the MKPRF method, 
an extension of the MK test, to infer the selection 
coefficients for individual genes. The MK framework 
allows examining the levels and patterns of nucle-
otide polymorphisms and increases the sensitivity of 
detecting natural selection in protein-coding genes 
compared with methods using the dN/dS ratio alone.
62 
It is noteworthy that MKPRF estimates γ also using 
the divergence between genes and their orthologs 
but not using the divergence between two copies of 
duplicate genes. We obtained the selection coeffi-
cients γ for individual genes in duplicate gene pairs 
and found that two copies of duplicate genes have 
highly correlated γ. This result suggests that two cop-
ies of duplicate genes are under selection of largely 
equal strength. The strength of selection is character-
istic of individual gene families, determined by the 
functions of the families. This is consistent with the 
conclusion of a previous study that gene  duplication 
(and loss) is highly constrained by the functional 
properties of genes.63 MKPRF test also showed that 
18.8% of duplicate genes are under positive selection, 
and 24.2% are under negative selection. These figures 
are supported by multiple independent repetition of 
MKPRF with different initial parameters. Strikingly, 
there are marked discrepancies between the results of 
MKPRF and LR tests. Many genes that were detected 
to be under positive selection in one test were not 
detected or were detected to be under negative selec-
tion in the other. We believe that these discrepancies 
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are most likely rooted from the methodological dif-
ference between the MKPRF and the LR test.35 If 
there is a biological reason behind the discrepancies, 
it would suggest a high turnover rate among positive, 
negative, and neutral selections that act on duplicate 
genes during different periods of evolution. The two 
tests happen to be more sensitive to different spec-
trums of the selective signal generated during the 
complex evolutionary process. Nevertheless, caution 
should be taken when interpreting the MKPRF results. 
MKPRF requires several assumptions in order to 
apply PRF theory. Some of these assumptions might 
not hold with our polymorphism data. For example, 
the sample size (n = 12) of A. fumigatus strains from 
which SNPs were ascertained is not large enough to 
allow low-frequency SNPs to be discovered. Also the 
influence of gene conversion between two copies of 
duplicate genes on the results is unclear. In addition, 
these strains are clinical isolates that may have expe-
rienced severe bottlenecks of population size during 
transmission and strain establishment. Bottleneck-
induced drift may result in an elevated rate of fixation 
of slightly deleterious mutations, which in turn can 
lead to the biased results of MK test.64,65 In the future, 
repeating this analysis using SNPs discovered in more 
environmental stains of A. fumigatus is desired.
In summary, we conducted a systematic examina-
tion on the extent of duplicate genes in A.  fumigatus 
and showed the difference in the size of multiple 
gene families between A. fumigatus and other fungal 
 species. The established bioinformatics procedure 
and optimized parameters for the clustering program 
are ready to be adapted for other studies. We used 
A. fumigatus genes as examples to refine the theories 
of gene duplication and showed that negative selec-
tion contributes to the fixation and persistence of the 
duplicate genes, while positive selection may also 
play a role in sequence and functional divergence of 
duplicate genes.
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Table s1. Lists of gene families in A. fumigatus used for parameter optimization of BLASTcLUST.
Family no of 
Genes
Gene ID
1 21 Afu8g06290, Afu2g18080, Afu8g01040, Afu8g00310, Afu6g00780, Afu3g09430, Afu4g02640, 
Afu4g14870, Afu6g00790, Afu6g09470, Afu6g14660, Afu7g08200, Afu4g00820, Afu5g00270, 
Afu6g09480, Afu6g14650, Afu3g09440, Afu4g14880, Afu3g15360, Afu4g14370, Afu7g06935
2 10 Afu6g09480, Afu6g14650, Afu2g18080, Afu8g01040, Afu8g00310, Afu8g06290, Afu3g09440, 
Afu4g14880, Afu3g15360, Afu5g00270
3 9 Afu6g03030, Afu2g01580, Afu6g03490, Afu2g15520, Afu6g11480, Afu1g13660, Afu2g00140, 
Afu3g02620, Afu3g03280
4 7 Afu7g04180, Afu3g00680, Afu1g13440, Afu3g14590, Afu5g07360, Afu5g01470, Afu7g08470
5 6 Afu7g04080, Afu4g10950, Afu1g12650, Afu2g11350, Afu6g14200, Afu8g04000
6 5 Afu2g00530, Afu3g07550, Afu5g13060, Afu8g01120, Afu3g00670
7 5 Afu2g11610, Afu2g11620, Afu7g06380, Afu8g07070, Afu3g07380
8 5 Afu2g00710, Afu4g10130, Afu2g03230, Afu3g00900, Afu2g13460
9 5 Afu8g07260, Afu2g17320, Afu3g07220, Afu3g00170, Afu6g00520
10 5 Afu1g10910, Afu7g00250, Afu1g02550, Afu2g14990, Afu1g13390
11 4 Afu1g11350, Afu5g09940, Afu3g03500, Afu4g01360
12 4 Afu6g11890, Afu4g00540, Afu3g13580, Afu7g08580
13 4 Afu1g14170, Afu3g00380, Afu1g16700, Afu6g06660
14 4 Afu3g01440, Afu4g03340, Afu5g07620, Afu3g13940
15 4 Afu1g10790, Afu7g04720, Afu6g13760, Afu5g10520
16 4 Afu6g03890, Afu3g02270, Afu2g18030, Afu2g00200
17 4 Afu5g00410, Afu3g00240, Afu2g15490, Afu5g00380
18 4 Afu6g12950, Afu2g04010, Afu4g03190, Afu5g14300
19 4 Afu1g12400, Afu5g03110, Afu1g12190, Afu5g02850
20 4 Afu4g00730, Afu8g01530, Afu2g14320, Afu3g13130
21 3 Afu2g11270, Afu3g00910, Afu1g15440
22 3 Afu3g10910, Afu3g07030, Afu6g09910
23 3 Afu1g17570, Afu1g04870, Afu6g03200
24 3 Afu2g05880, Afu1g10930, Afu5g11020
25 3 Afu8g00770, Afu7g05550, Afu2g09450
26 3 Afu2g09520, Afu6g11600, Afu6g07480
27 3 Afu3g01170, Afu7g01590, Afu5g13810
28 3 Afu7g00420, Afu8g06100, Afu8g06590
29 3 Afu2g00120, Afu2g03820, Afu2g00540
30 3 Afu6g00500, Afu8g00930, Afu4g01290
31 2 Afu3g07860, Afu4g14070
32 2 Afu1g04780, Afu1g12910
33 2 Afu2g07940, Afu6g10990
34 2 Afu6g07640, Afu1g04460
35 2 Afu1g11290, Afu5g14230
36 2 Afu7g04800, Afu2g12640
37 2 Afu8g06080, Afu4g03410
38 2 Afu2g00920, Afu2g12770
39 2 Afu7g05740, Afu6g05210
(Continued)
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Table s1 (Continued)
Family no of 
Genes
Gene ID
40 2 Afu1g12050, Afu4g09540
41 1 Afu1g01350
42 1 Afu4g01470
43 1 Afu5g04090
44 1 Afu2g04580
45 1 Afu1g06000
46 1 Afu5g06690
47 1 Afu5g08030
48 1 Afu2g11880
49 1 Afu3g12050
50 1 Afu1g14980
Table s2. Lists of gene families in C. neoformans used for parameter optimization of BLASTcLUST.
Family no of Genes Gene ID
1 9 cnAg_00792T0, cnAg_00823T0, cnAg_01575T0, cnAg_02262T0, cnAg_02430T0, 
cnAg_02977T0, cnAg_03450T0, cnAg_03503T0, cnAg_07781T0
2 7 cnAg_02883T0, cnAg_03130T0, cnAg_03315T0, cnAg_05348T0, cnAg_05968T0, 
cnAg_05998T0, cnAg_06606T0
3 6 cnAg_00099T0, cnAg_03341T0, cnAg_03962T0, cnAg_04052T0, cnAg_05825T0, 
cnAg_06182T0
4 6 cnAg_00550T0, cnAg_00770T0, cnAg_01642T0, cnAg_01916T0, cnAg_02682T0, 
cnAg_05201T0
5 6 cnAg_00859T0, cnAg_02018T0, cnAg_06944T0, cnAg_07002T0, cnAg_07753T0, 
cnAg_07893T0
6 6 cnAg_01495T0, cnAg_05320T0, cnAg_05321T0, cnAg_05329T0, cnAg_06530T0, 
cnAg_07626T0
7 5 cnAg_00308T0, cnAg_03420T0, cnAg_03960T0, cnAg_04141T0, cnAg_04988T0
8 5 cnAg_01500T0, cnAg_01714T0, cnAg_03389T0, cnAg_06249T0, cnAg_06876T0
9 5 cnAg_04474T0, cnAg_06536T0, cnAg_06537T0, cnAg_06538T0, cnAg_06539T0
10 5 cnAg_05369T0, cnAg_06931T0, cnAg_06936T0, cnAg_06985T0, cnAg_07707T0
11 4 cnAg_00122T0, cnAg_01940T0, cnAg_02189T0, cnAg_05264T0
12 4 cnAg_00575T0, cnAg_04981T0, cnAg_05015T0, cnAg_05256T0
13 4 cnAg_00789T0, cnAg_00980T0, cnAg_03477T0, cnAg_05911T0
14 4 cnAg_00862T0, cnAg_05319T0, cnAg_05376T0, cnAg_05383T0
15 4 cnAg_00863T0, cnAg_02475T0, cnAg_04561T0, cnAg_07389T0
16 4 cnAg_01373T0, cnAg_01740T0, cnAg_02196T0, cnAg_05925T0
17 4 cnAg_01968T0, cnAg_03797T0, cnAg_07447T0, cnAg_07613T0
18 4 cnAg_01840T0, cnAg_03787T0, cnAg_04948T0, cnAg_06914T0
19 4 cnAg_02217T0, cnAg_03326T0, cnAg_06487T0, cnAg_07499T0
20 4 cnAg_05276T0, cnAg_01699T0, cnAg_05690T0, cnAg_05563T0
21 3 cnAg_00063T0, cnAg_04828T0, cnAg_06745T0
22 3 cnAg_00919T0, cnAg_01040T0, cnAg_02966T0
23 3 cnAg_01635T0, cnAg_02016T0, cnAg_04225T0
24 3 cnAg_01681T0, cnAg_04276T0, cnAg_04982T0
25 3 cnAg_02552T0, cnAg_06172T0, cnAg_07445T0
(Continued)
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Table s2 (Continued)
Family no of Genes Gene ID
26 3 cnAg_02958T0, cnAg_06241T0, cnAg_07865T0
27 3 cnAg_03277T0, cnAg_05316T0, cnAg_06623T0
28 3 cnAg_04326T0, cnAg_06374T0, cnAg_06638T0
29 3 cnAg_05937T0, cnAg_05941T0, cnAg_07703T0
30 3 cnAg_06297T0, cnAg_06298T0, cnAg_06388T0
31 2 cnAg_01487T0, cnAg_01511T0
32 2 cnAg_00005T0, cnAg_02012T0
33 2 cnAg_02086T0, cnAg_02087T0
34 2 cnAg_02241T0, cnAg_05453T0
35 2 cnAg_02899T0, cnAg_03007T0
36 2 cnAg_02896T0, cnAg_03311T0
37 2 cnAg_03355T0, cnAg_05590T0
38 2 cnAg_05450T0, cnAg_05454T0
39 2 cnAg_06010T0, cnAg_06018T0
40 2 cnAg_06524T0, cnAg_06821T0
41 1 cnAg_01563T0
42 1 cnAg_03763T0
43 1 cnAg_04049T0
44 1 cnAg_04610T0
45 1 cnAg_05721T0
46 1 cnAg_06603T0
47 1 cnAg_06620T0
48 1 cnAg_06828T0
49 1 cnAg_07687T0
50 1 cnAg_07766T0
Table s3. Gamma and 59% CIs of MKPRF results for 202 duplicate gene pairs in A. fumigatus.
Gene 1 Gene 2
gene iD gamma 95% ci gene iD gamma 95% ci
Afu2g12020 -4.66 [1.64, -8.35] Afu4g10240 -0.09 [3.15, -6.15]
Afu5g04060 -3.80 [2.14, -8.08] Afu3g12850 1.95 [2.25, -1.52]
Afu5g02180 -3.66 [1.54, -7.36] Afu2g07620 0.41 [1.80, -2.04]
Afu5g14920 -3.39 [0.15, -3.69] Afu5g07980 1.23 [1.84, -1.33]
Afu1g00350 -3.38 [0.25, -3.90] Afu8g06210 0.05 [0.45, -0.67]
Afu5g05510 -2.88 [1.26, -5.66] Afu7g03750 3.19 [2.02, 0.03]
Afu6g11710 -2.65 [0.28, -3.19] Afu7g08440 2.37 [2.11, -0.90]
Afu3g02800 -2.55 [0.46, -3.42] Afu6g02480 0.67 [1.82, -1.82]
Afu2g17900 -2.53 [0.41, -3.30] Afu2g00160 -1.43 [0.77, -2.58]
Afu1g16080 -2.53 [0.27, -3.04] Afu5g14990 2.78 [2.06, -0.45]
Afu5g00280 -2.43 [0.27, -2.94] Afu2g05190 -0.61 [1.22, -2.18]
Afu7g01690 -2.41 [0.35, -3.07] Afu8g05220 2.61 [2.09, -0.65]
Afu3g00670 -2.39 [0.59, -3.44] Afu5g13060 2.60 [2.05, -0.60]
Afu6g12820 -2.37 [2.06, -6.42] Afu2g12200 0.65 [1.79, -1.77]
Afu6g02420 -2.35 [2.02, -6.26] Afu6g13170 -0.25 [1.80, -2.65]
Afu2g17430 -2.33 [0.37, -3.01] Afu5g09600 1.36 [1.89, -1.24]
Afu6g09410 -2.17 [0.16, -2.47] Afu7g05110 0.38 [0.89, -0.87]
Afu4g08240 -2.17 [0.58, -3.18] Afu2g13270 1.75 [2.26, -1.84]
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Gene 1 Gene 2
gene iD gamma 95% ci gene iD gamma 95% ci
Afu2g00920 –2.16 [0.49, –3.04] Afu2g12770 2.10 [2.14, –1.22]
Afu1g17580 –2.15 [0.48, –3.02] Afu3g15040 0.98 [1.85, –1.53]
Afu2g08910 –2.10 [0.44, –2.88] Afu1g02350 –1.82 [0.59, –2.78]
Afu8g06580 –2.10 [0.37, –2.77] Afu8g04910 0.66 [1.80, –1.76]
Afu1g16030 –2.09 [0.14, –2.35] Afu5g14930 –1.39 [0.20, –1.76]
Afu8g06630 –2.07 [0.34, –2.68] Afu1g16115 3.90 [1.96, 0.73]
Afu6g14200 –2.06 [1.04, –3.71] Afu1g12650 1.87 [2.25, –1.64]
Afu8g01400 –2.05 [0.31, –2.61] Afu1g09980 2.48 [2.12, –0.80]
Afu5g09580 –2.04 [1.04, –3.71] Afu1g17250 1.71 [2.24, –1.77]
Afu4g00570 –1.99 [0.57, –2.96] Afu3g02060 –1.09 [0.46, –1.83]
Afu1g03280 –1.91 [0.58, –2.88] Afu6g11920 –1.18 [0.56, –2.04]
Afu2g17360 –1.70 [0.59, –2.63] Afu4g02750 1.93 [2.18, –1.48]
Afu5g11080 –1.67 [0.45, –2.42] Afu2g15140 –0.57 [0.97, –1.86]
Afu5g00370 –1.66 [0.17, –1.97] Afu5g00930 –1.14 [0.42, –1.83]
Afu8g04110 –1.63 [0.75, –2.76] Afu1g00440 2.58 [2.10, –0.70]
Afu5g02870 –1.60 [1.06, –3.13] Afu5g09290 1.47 [1.83, –1.11]
Afu5g14230 –1.59 [0.30, –2.13] Afu1g11290 1.77 [1.83, –0.88]
Afu8g01560 –1.55 [0.74, –2.68] Afu2g11250 –1.03 [1.17, –2.58]
Afu2g13020 –1.53 [0.78, –2.68] Afu6g07710 1.77 [2.25, –1.78]
Afu6g09370 –1.52 [0.14, –1.78] Afu1g00150 –1.41 [0.13, –1.66]
Afu4g02720 –1.52 [0.45, –2.27] Afu3g00340 2.45 [2.13, –0.91]
Afu7g06620 –1.50 [0.77, –2.64] Afu4g00600 1.70 [1.86, –0.89]
Afu3g12770 –1.50 [0.98, –2.89] Afu1g14210 1.78 [2.25, –1.78]
Afu1g00950 –1.49 [0.19, –1.84] Afu7g07090 4.31 [1.93, 1.24]
Afu4g10000 –1.48 [0.52, –2.33] Afu2g03090 –0.37 [1.29, –2.02]
Afu5g03930 –1.46 [0.76, –2.61] Afu1g11020 3.52 [1.66, 0.93]
Afu5g01230 –1.45 [0.62, –2.40] Afu3g01030 2.26 [2.16, –1.11]
Afu7g08510 –1.42 [0.17, –1.73] Afu1g00650 4.47 [1.85, 1.48]
Afu4g14510 –1.37 [0.63, –2.37] Afu2g11120 0.81 [1.51, –1.17]
Afu3g10960 –1.37 [0.76, –2.49] Afu2g03670 2.21 [1.83, –0.47]
Afu1g16040 –1.36 [0.15, –1.63] Afu5g14940 –0.33 [0.30, –0.84]
Afu8g06640 –1.34 [0.47, –2.11] Afu3g02400 1.99 [2.23, –1.50]
Afu6g10820 –1.34 [0.81, –2.48] Afu2g17560 2.58 [2.09, –0.67]
Afu8g02500 –1.33 [0.64, –2.31] Afu1g17010 1.91 [2.22, –1.58]
Afu1g01670 –1.32 [0.47, –2.08] Afu7g01980 0.11 [1.84, –2.33]
Afu3g11480 –1.31 [1.12, –2.81] Afu3g07560 2.32 [2.15, –1.03]
Afu8g06930 –1.27 [0.26, –1.73] Afu6g12160 0.88 [1.45, –1.09]
Afu1g01260 –1.24 [0.55, –2.09] Afu5g09470 1.07 [1.82, –1.45]
Afu6g02790 –1.24 [0.66, –2.23] Afu3g13680 1.55 [1.59, –0.62]
Afu2g00880 –1.24 [0.44, –1.95] Afu1g12450 1.87 [1.84, –0.72]
Afu7g08250 –1.19 [0.21, –1.58] Afu2g08040 1.79 [1.81, –0.81]
Afu5g01040 –1.18 [1.12, –2.70] Afu6g09970 –0.61 [1.25, –2.20]
Afu5g01160 –1.17 [0.65, –2.17] Afu8g01180 0.57 [1.44, –1.32]
Afu8g04470 –1.16 [0.66, –2.13] Afu6g11320 1.79 [2.31, –1.80]
Afu7g00390 –1.13 [0.49, –1.91] Afu3g01120 –0.66 [0.98, –1.94]
Afu5g00980 –1.13 [0.82, –2.31] Afu1g10370 0.97 [1.82, –1.53]
Afu7g06660 –1.11 [0.56, –1.99] Afu6g13800 –0.20 [0.76, –1.27]
Afu7g06750 –1.10 [1.13, –2.61] Afu1g06590 0.83 [1.79, –1.63]
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Gene 1 Gene 2
gene iD gamma 95% ci gene iD gamma 95% ci
Afu6g03980 –1.06 [0.67, –2.05] Afu2g16330 0.35 [1.37, –1.47]
Afu3g03740 –1.05 [0.30, –1.57] Afu6g02240 1.17 [1.35, –0.63]
Afu5g01440 –1.01 [1.81, –3.52] Afu6g12500 1.94 [2.22, –1.50]
Afu6g09140 –1.01 [1.82, –3.52] Afu5g11240 2.80 [2.07,–0.45]
Afu6g04790 –1.00 [1.85, –3.53] Afu5g02150 –0.07 [3.18, –6.33]
Afu3g13650 –0.98 [0.69, –2.00] Afu8g05805 –0.94 [0.59, –1.85]
Afu4g02700 –0.97 [0.69, –2.00] Afu4g13750 1.05 [1.50, –0.99]
Afu1g00810 –0.97 [0.31, –1.50] Afu4g06670 2.54 [2.07, –0.68]
Afu6g00410 –0.94 [0.53, –1.76] Afu7g00440 0.44 [1.20, –1.12]
Afu7g01920 –0.94 [0.71, –1.97] Afu1g02460 2.15 [2.19, –1.21]
Afu7g07000 –0.90 [0.52, –1.73] Afu3g08140 2.73 [2.05, –0.47]
Afu8g01190 –0.89 [0.48, –1.66] Afu1g17630 2.05 [1.80, –0.57]
Afu5g09100 –0.88 [0.90, –2.10] Afu1g12940 1.24 [2.43, –2.75]
Afu6g09850 –0.87 [0.87, –2.09] Afu6g10310 2.37 [2.12, –0.96]
Afu8g04080 –0.87 [1.18, –2.43] Afu1g00470 2.49 [2.10, –0.79]
Afu4g08410 –0.84 [1.22, –2.41] Afu1g13280 1.86 [2.26, –1.68]
Afu7g00300 –0.83 [0.38, –1.48] Afu7g00260 0.34 [1.14, –1.19]
Afu4g14830 –0.81 [0.90, –2.04] Afu4g14810 2.53 [2.12, –0.76]
Afu8g06040 –0.81 [0.91, –2.05] Afu2g02390 2.60 [2.01, –0.54]
Afu3g12790 –0.80 [1.21, –2.35] Afu4g11390 1.75 [2.26, –1.85]
Afu2g07710 –0.80 [1.21, –2.39] Afu1g09240 2.76 [2.08, –0.45]
Afu4g01400 –0.78 [1.20, –2.34] Afu3g02420 2.03 [1.84, –0.63]
Afu2g12790 –0.75 [1.20, –2.34] Afu6g09880 3.65 [1.70, 1.01]
Afu1g09930 –0.71 [1.79, –3.13] Afu6g10260 1.96 [2.20, –1.41]
Afu5g01550 –0.69 [0.56, –1.54] Afu4g14720 0.38 [0.80, –0.74]
Afu7g01470 –0.69 [1.81, –3.08] Afu1g10340 1.25 [2.46, –2.73]
Afu6g10480 –0.63 [1.77, –3.02] Afu8g03890 1.20 [2.43, –2.79]
Afu5g01210 –0.62 [0.75, –1.70] Afu3g02600 1.39 [0.93, 0.03]
Afu3g03310 –0.62 [0.97, –1.91] Afu5g05640 4.22 [1.95, 1.07]
Afu1g03150 –0.56 [0.96, –1.83] Afu1g05720 1.93 [1.78, –0.69]
Afu8g02310 –0.54 [0.96, –1.85] Afu4g01550 2.63 [1.22, 0.78]
Afu3g01610 –0.52 [1.29, –2.15] Afu4g09300 1.02 [1.83, –1.46]
Afu1g15120 –0.50 [0.67, –1.48] Afu6g12910 1.98 [1.81, –0.62]
Afu3g00450 –0.49 [0.80, –1.61] Afu1g12460 2.33 [2.14, –1.01]
Afu2g07550 –0.47 [1.79, –2.85] Afu1g13600 –0.27 [1.31, –1.95]
Afu6g09440 –0.44 [1.29, –2.06] Afu8g04160 1.79 [1.84, –0.82]
Afu5g02410 –0.36 [1.28, –2.02] Afu3g07200 1.96 [1.83, –0.67]
Afu2g16320 –0.36 [0.82, –1.5] Afu4g06050 2.59 [2.09, –0.65]
Afu7g08290 –0.31 [0.35, –0.89] Afu7g07030 1.28 [0.87, 0.02]
Afu5g09950 –0.30 [1.01, –1.66] Afu1g10900 0.87 [1.83, –1.59]
Afu7g05650 –0.30 [1.32, –1.99] Afu7g04870 1.06 [1.85, –1.46]
Afu8g00680 –0.26 [1.02, –1.64] Afu3g03620 2.51 [2.16, –0.81]
Afu6g09300 –0.24 [0.26, –0.69] Afu4g14400 5.15 [1.75, 2.31]
Afu6g00270 –0.22 [1.33, –1.91] Afu1g11260 2.14 [2.18, –1.23]
Afu5g01340 –0.21 [1.02, –1.57] Afu4g08720 1.35 [1.83, –1.23]
Afu5g00460 –0.19 [0.41, –0.86] Afu6g13390 0.96 [1.50, –1.06]
Afu4g03550 –0.19 [1.04, –1.58] Afu6g04370 2.28 [2.20, –1.14]
Afu8g02530 –0.17 [1.30, –1.86] Afu4g04010 2.68 [2.09, –0.58]
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Afu4g04810 –0.13 [3.17, –6.33] Afu2g15570 –0.02 [3.17, –6.24]
Afu1g13780 –0.09 [3.16, –6.21] Afu2g13860 –0.07 [3.16, –6.21]
Afu1g04950 –0.08 [3.15, –6.19] Afu5g06700 2.59 [2.12, –0.68]
Afu5g06580 –0.07 [1.32, –1.79] Afu4g11780 2.39 [2.11, –0.89]
Afu7g05950 –0.06 [3.17, –6.21] Afu6g14240 0.85 [2.64, –3.79]
Afu6g03520 –0.05 [3.19, –6.20] Afu2g01400 0.67 [1.84, –1.79]
Afu5g09210 –0.04 [1.82, –2.44] Afu7g04930 2.66 [2.14, –0.66]
Afu5g11430 0.02 [1.81, –2.36] Afu1g02090 1.71 [2.32, –1.93]
Afu3g08960 0.07 [1.31, –1.68] Afu4g03260 2.60 [1.61, 0.19]
Afu4g01040 0.09 [1.41, –1.70] Afu6g02990 0.22 [1.82, –2.22]
Afu3g11280 0.10 [1.83, –2.33] Afu8g01410 0.73 [1.84, –1.77]
Afu3g02780 0.12 [1.36, –1.66] Afu5g00420 0.95 [0.70, –0.10]
Afu2g11420 0.12 [1.34, –1.64] Afu2g12500 1.25 [1.83, –1.29]
Afu4g08230 0.14 [0.57, –0.74] Afu2g02950 2.37 [1.81, –0.32]
Afu4g11060 0.15 [1.37, –1.61] Afu3g15380 2.44 [1.24, 0.62]
Afu5g00760 0.16 [1.37, –1.59] Afu4g04180 2.67 [2.07, –0.60]
Afu8g00410 0.17 [1.43, –1.66] Afu2g01750 0.26 [1.81, –2.17]
Afu2g01170 0.23 [1.80, –2.19] Afu2g05340 1.41 [1.80, –1.14]
Afu3g10690 0.25 [1.14, –1.26] Afu1g10880 1.74 [1.83, –0.88]
Afu8g05750 0.29 [1.00, –1.05] Afu3g01040 2.51 [2.14, –0.84]
Afu4g03460 0.31 [1.81, –2.11] Afu1g17060 0.92 [1.56, –1.11]
Afu6g03320 0.33 [1.42, –1.52] Afu1g12620 2.60 [2.07, –0.61]
Afu6g11560 0.44 [1.82, –2.01] Afu2g15440 2.24 [2.18, –1.18]
Afu2g04070 0.49 [1.02, –0.91] Afu6g03720 3.75 [1.81, 0.91]
Afu4g00860 0.50 [1.45, –1.40] Afu6g12180 1.26 [1.78, –1.29]
Afu2g04380 0.51 [1.81, –1.90] Afu3g15280 1.08 [1.81, –1.43]
Afu3g00920 0.55 [1.44, –1.33] Afu6g14140 2.13 [2.20, –1.28]
Afu4g03321 0.66 [1.82, –1.82] Afu7g06080 2.10 [2.18, –1.29]
Afu2g10140 0.72 [1.46, –1.23] Afu3g14010 2.18 [2.16, –1.22]
Afu4g00800 0.74 [1.80, –1.71] Afu4g00990 2.37 [2.12, –0.95]
Afu5g06230 0.76 [1.82, –1.74] Afu4g03370 1.32 [1.81, –1.21]
Afu2g11600 0.82 [1.82, –1.65] Afu1g13320 0.99 [1.83, –1.53]
Afu5g13290 0.82 [1.82, –1.68] Afu2g15730 2.52 [1.86, –0.18]
Afu3g11560 0.88 [1.79, –1.58] Afu2g13050 2.12 [2.21, –1.32]
Afu6g02630 0.89 [2.64, –3.68] Afu1g15620 3.14 [2.00, 0.06]
Afu6g07320 0.95 [1.47, –1.04] Afu6g09110 2.39 [2.13, –0.91]
Afu6g08550 0.95 [1.49, –1.05] Afu6g00120 4.37 [1.50, 1.96]
Afu4g11890 0.99 [1.82, –1.47] Afu6g02840 2.62 [2.11, –0.68]
Afu8g07150 0.99 [1.84, –1.52] Afu1g16120 3.28 [2.01, 0.14]
Afu8g05740 1.04 [1.01, –0.39] Afu2g00420 1.48 [1.84, –1.07]
Afu5g10180 1.05 [1.79, –1.46] Afu4g01530 3.34 [1.52, 1.07]
Afu4g01340 1.06 [1.81, –1.38] Afu1g11830 2.33 [2.15, –1.05]
Afu8g02350 1.07 [0.95, –0.29] Afu3g02570 9.08 [1.86, 5.79]
Afu5g05480 1.20 [2.41, –2.77] Afu3g10740 1.99 [2.22, –1.47]
Afu2g10100 1.21 [2.46, –2.83] Afu1g06830 1.36 [2.36, –2.45]
Afu3g01340 1.24 [2.45, –2.71] Afu2g15290 1.44 [2.37, –2.37]
Afu5g11230 1.25 [2.46, –2.74] Afu5g12130 1.83 [2.25, –1.71]
Afu8g04650 1.27 [2.43, –2.75] Afu2g17450 2.14 [2.17, –1.22]
Afu8g06160 1.35 [0.89, 0.06] Afu1g01050 5.42 [1.96, 2.18]
Afu6g05040 1.41 [2.34, –2.37] Afu5g01870 2.05 [2.19, –1.37]
Afu1g14380 1.45 [2.37, –2.34] Afu7g00840 2.58 [2.11, –0.66]
Afu4g12010 1.46 [1.53, –0.66] Afu1g00490 4.07 [1.97, 0.91]
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Afu4g13310 1.49 [1.57, –0.69] Afu5g12770 2.20 [2.17, –1.20]
Afu1g00540 1.54 [1.78, –1.00] Afu8g04060 1.74 [1.85, –0.86]
Afu2g10920 1.57 [2.32, –2.09] Afu3g03410 1.95 [2.24, –1.52]
Afu8g04070 1.66 [1.85, –0.92] Afu1g00480 2.98 [2.01, –0.19]
Afu3g07830 1.67 [2.27, –1.88] Afu1g06710 2.55 [2.08, –0.69]
Afu2g10840 1.81 [1.29, 0.01] Afu6g11810 2.47 [1.61, 0.10]
Afu4g12050 1.84 [2.22, –1.62] Afu1g00530 3.55 [1.99, 0.39]
Afu4g09700 1.89 [2.21, –1.61] Afu6g07000 3.57 [1.84, 0.71]
Afu8g04090 1.91 [2.22, –1.58] Afu1g00460 2.36 [2.16, –0.99]
Afu8g04020 1.93 [1.85, –0.71] Afu1g00610 3.99 [1.95, 0.88]
Afu3g01560 1.93 [2.22, –1.55] Afu8g02200 5.98 [1.94, 2.69]
Afu2g01230 1.97 [2.22, –1.46] Afu8g02270 4.73 [1.84, 1.78]
Afu3g13130 2.00 [2.19, –1.45] Afu8g01530 2.15 [2.21, –1.29]
Afu8g04100 2.00 [2.19, –1.45] Afu1g00450 2.27 [2.12, –1.05]
Afu4g07330 2.01 [2.19, –1.46] Afu2g11750 2.43 [2.14, –0.87]
Afu1g05270 2.02 [2.21, –1.44] Afu4g09890 2.72 [1.87, –0.07]
Afu1g01990 2.10 [2.19, –1.37] Afu6g12970 2.11 [2.16, –1.27]
Afu1g01610 2.22 [1.83, –0.41] Afu4g02880 2.80 [2.04, –0.42]
Afu6g07070 2.24 [2.13, –1.11] Afu6g11610 2.61 [2.07, –0.63]
Afu1g00310 2.26 [1.61, –0.07] Afu3g07160 2.51 [2.18, –0.85]
Afu2g14590 2.26 [2.17, –1.13] Afu2g02110 2.53 [1.87, –0.19]
Afu7g06400 2.29 [2.16, –1.08] Afu8g05910 2.38 [2.08, –0.87]
Afu3g03080 2.29 [2.12, –1.05] Afu6g14540 2.57 [2.12, –0.76]
Afu1g11560 2.34 [2.15, –1.04] Afu3g14820 4.04 [1.80, 1.19]
Afu8g04130 2.39 [2.12, –0.88] Afu1g00410 2.92 [2.04, –0.26]
Afu1g16090 2.41 [2.08, –0.83] Afu5g15000 2.58 [2.06, –0.63]
Afu8g04120 2.43 [2.13, –0.86] Afu1g00420 2.94 [2.03, –0.26]
Afu8g04040 2.46 [1.81, –0.25] Afu1g00590 3.69 [1.95, 0.59]
Afu7g00280 2.48 [1.66, 0.04] Afu8g05090 3.76 [1.99, 0.62]
Afu5g07560 2.68 [1.84, –0.06] Afu4g14360 3.45 [1.99, 0.31]
Afu2g17160 2.73 [1.81, –0.03] Afu3g13630 4.11 [1.80, 1.25]
Afu5g15010 2.78 [2.04, –0.39] Afu1g16100 2.88 [2.02, –0.28]
Afu6g14450 2.84 [1.78, 0.11] Afu3g01970 3.24 [1.54, 0.89]
Afu5 g15020 2.86 [2.09, –0.37] Afu1g16110 3.05 [2.03, –0.14]
Afu8 g06380 3.10 [2.01, –0.04] Afu7g08610 3.50 [1.92, 0.39]
Afu5 g15040 3.14 [2.06, –0.04] Afu1g16170 3.16 [2.04, –0.03]
